STRATEGIC

PLAN
2021 - 2025

This Plan aims to create communitybased precincts, that provide a full range
of services and support delivered under
OneCare Limited's distinct Service Model.
It outlines the purpose, key strategic
focus areas, performance measures and
our aspirations for the future of OneCare
over the next five years – including details
about our vision, mission and values as a
contemporary aged care provider.
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STRATEGIC PLAN
2021 – 2025
OUR LONG-TERM STRATEGIC PRIORITIES AND
THE BUILDING BLOCKS
OneCare Limited is a state-wide not-for-profit, non-sectarian aged care
provider operating solely in the state of Tasmania. We work to the highest
ethical standards to produce high quality, contemporary, best practice
outcomes for our consumers and their families.
Founded on principles of integrity, compassion, respect, choice and dignity,
OneCare Limited has a holistic approach to the provision of our services treating each consumer as a ‘whole person’ with regard for their individual
care and support needs as well as their well-being.
Beyond our individual consumers, we recognise the trust placed in us by the
communities we serve. To this end we are committed to the achievement
of the highest organisational standards and to ensuring sound ongoing
organisational health centred on financial viability, self-evaluation and
industry benchmarking, continuous improvement, transparent practices,
accountability and to ‘do no harm’ to others in the work we do.
OneCare recognises and cherishes the contribution of our employees and
volunteers in all levels of our operations. We are committed to providing a safe,
rewarding and positive working environment that encourages learning, growth
and great job satisfaction.
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Our Purpose
To provide Tasmanians with access to the
highest standards of contemporary care and
support for members of our community in
need of our service.

Our Philosophy
• Not-for-profit
• Ethical
• Compassionate
• Respectful
• Consumer facing
• Trusted in the community
• Sustainable
• Humanist
• Great place to work and learn
• Highest quality
• Decentralised
• Transparent
• Accountable
• To 'do no harm'

Chairman’s Report
It has been a difficult period for the aged care
industry in recent times. The revelations
from the Royal Commission and associated
recommendations, Government reform and
regulatory requirements, COVID-19 impacts,
staffing shortages and funding issues, in many
ways have contributed to our current position.
Throughout these challenges, the OneCare Board
has strengthened its focus on transformational
change, that reflects a new era in consumer
expectations and a rapidly changing industry. All
this, has subsequently been reflected in the recent
amendments to OneCare Limited’s Strategic Plan,
2021-2025.
The strive for excellence encompasses all avenues
of our service including Residential, Community
care and Independent living.
To deliver on our purpose of providing
Tasmanians with access to the highest standards
of contemporary care and support, OneCare
Limited is redefining our service model. We are
creating community-based precincts that are
geographically based, delivering a full range of
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integrated aged care services including the vital
component of assisting consumers access the
level of care to which they are entitled and deserve
within their home.
An essential element that will enable OneCare
Limited to achieve our purpose is through
dedicated and engaged quality employees. We are
committed to providing a working environment
where we recruit quality people, we support
and value them, we encourage their growth and
development, embrace their diversity and provide
them with opportunities within a workplace
culture of inclusivity, where transparency and
team cohesion thrive.
Our transformational change is also dependent on
the financial viability of the organisation and the
oversight of its operations with sound governance
principles. The Board will remain diligent in
ensuring that OneCare Limited remains sustainable
and we are committed to delivering the highest
standards within a complex and evolving sector.
Leon Peck
Chairman of the Board

Introduction
OneCare Ltd is a not-for-profit, non-sectarian Aged Care
company formed through the amalgamation of St Luke’s
(Anglican Church in Australia) Association Pty Ltd and
Umina Park Pty Ltd in 2002. Our founder organisations had
a long and proud history with St Luke’s having commenced
in 1952 in Launceston and Umina Park at Burnie in 1964.
We are proud to say that OneCare has continued to provide
the same high-quality service that was the hallmark of
our foundation entities. While we have evolved into a
more secular aged care provider, we have maintained the
same ethos, and the spirituality of care and respect of
our consumers, from our origins. The service has grown
substantially since 2002, reaching into new communities.
The strength and diversity of our present service
operations gives us confidence to face the challenges that

We know

Tasmania has a rapidly ageing population and therefore
an ever-increasing need for assisted accommodation and
other aged care services.

We recognise

Like all providers, we have a reliance on a Federal
Government funding model that is shaped by the policies
and financial priorities of the Government of the day.
The Government’s continuing reforms which began with
Living Longer, Living Better in 2012 remain a significant
and constant influence on our service and our consumers
as well as the more recent Royal Commission into aged
care quality and safety finalising in their 2021 report and
associated recommendations.

To address these and other challenges the OneCare Board
and the Executive Management Team have renewed our
Strategic Plan to ensure we are focusing on the future
while continuing to improve the service performance in
the short term. This strategic plan will guide our decision
making from 2021 to 2025. While this strategic plan
addresses the high-level initiatives and overarching goals
of the organisation, it is underpinned by sound governance
standards, which together with this ‘Big Picture’ view,
will direct and assist in providing responses to challenges
that arise into the future and help to make the most of any
opportunities that present.

Pete Williams CEO

the future will present.
The continued challenges facing all providers in this sector
are daunting but must be confronted head on if we are
to help those who need our services. The development
of this strategic plan is part of our response to the future
needs of our consumers specifically, and the aged care
sector generally. Some of the challenges that underpin our
strategic review include the following:

We accept

We compete in the marketplace with providers who seek
profit on behalf of their owners and shareholders, whilst
our primary objective is to strive for excellence in the
provision of our service and to do no harm for those in need
of residential, independent living or community care and
support.

We understand

There is ever increasing competition for qualified,
competent and caring employees. OneCare is committed
to being an employer of choice providing our employees
with opportunities to develop and enhance their skills and
knowledge.
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About
OneCare Ltd
OUR COMPANY OBJECTIVES

OUR FACILITIES AND PROGRAMS

As set out in our Constitution, the objectives of the Company are to:

The organisation commenced its operations in Tasmania in 2002. Since that time,

• provide the highest standards in care and support for those in

OneCare Limited has grown to be Tasmania’s second largest provider of aged and

need of our services
• provide alternative facilities and accommodation for the aged

community care services throughout the State and has facilities and programs in the
following regions:

• provide and support ethical research where appropriate
• provide spiritual and mental health support
• provide education and training of persons to meet these
objectives, and
• foster community involvement in the achievement of the
OneCare Limited objectives.

OUR EMPLOYEES
OneCare is a major employer in the local communities that we serve. As
a 24-hour, seven day per week service we rely heavily on the skills and
knowledge of our employees to deliver our services. With a majority of

Residential Aged

Independent

Affordable Housing/

Care Beds

Living Units

Aged Care Rental Units

Umina Park - Burnie

178

Rubicon Grove - Port Sorell

80

The Manor - Kings Meadows

98

Bishop Davies Court - Kingston

98

Barossa Park Lodge - Glenorchy

136

Community Care Services

Package Consumers

33

78

40

VHC/DVA
Consumers

part-time workers, we currently employ over 800 people together with

HomeCare North

75

111

a significant number of key supplier partners who help us in fulfilling

HomeCare South

21

104

our purpose.
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Facility
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Our Values
We believe our alignment to these
shared values is critical to our success.

Choice
Facilitating informed
choices about care and

Integrity

support for those we

Doing the right thing,

serve, enabling a person

through words, actions

to live a life they choose.

and beliefs, even when
no one is watching.

Compassion
To listen and communicate
with sincerity, empathy, and
kindness. Compassion is also
demonstrated through actions
such as advocating for others.
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Respect
How we treat each other
and expect to be treated.
Being respectful in all
situations despite personal
differences and opinion.

Dignity
The belief that all people
hold a special value that’s
tied solely to their humanity.
Humanism affirms the
dignity of every individual.

Our Aspirations
- Where we want to be!

Over the next five years we will stretch ourselves to
achieve ambitious targets that will place OneCare
as Tasmania’s pre-eminent aged care provider,
setting the reference point for our competitors to
follow and positioning OneCare as the voice of the
industry in Tasmania.
Provider of choice

Employer of choice

To be recognised as the leading and most

To be recognised as the leading and most

attractive aged care provider in Tasmania

attractive aged care employer in Tasmania

Top quartile industry performer

Market leader

To consistently achieve high industry financial

To be innovative in our service design which sets

performance ratings year on year whilst still

us apart from other aged care providers

holding our humanist values upfront

Highest quality facilities
To actively pursue the highest standards in
our built environment that enhances the lived
experiences of our consumers and employees

Set the bar in quality of care
To actively pursue improvements in care
delivery and outcomes that are driven from data
analytics, quality improvements and practice
innovation

Known as the organisation to ‘go to’ for
information about the industry

Contribute to research

To be known for our internal expertise that

clinical research where appropriate

informs the wider community about the aged

To actively seek opportunities to contribute to

care industry
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Our Strategic Focus
OneCare Ltd is a respected provider of aged care services in Tasmania, one with a viable and
dynamic operating methodology. We believe that our future, and that of the industry generally,
will strengthen the provision of individual plans of care that are developed purposefully in
consultation with consumers and/or their representatives.

Therefore: ‘The focus of everything we do must be consumer facing, this
is fundamental to our philosophy. What is their lived experience and how
can we continue to improve on what we offer and how it is delivered?’

Four pilar areas provide the framework for our
strategies to deliver on our purpose.
Our Consumers

Our People

Our Finances

Our Governance

We provide the highest quality

We recognise that only through

We focus on financial

We operate under contemporary

care and support for our

our employees can we provide

sustainability to enable us to

governance principles with

existing and future consumers,

the care, support and respect

provide our consumers with

cohesive collaboration between the

as a humanist organisation

that our consumers deserve.

the care and support they

Board and operational teams with a

with the belief that the people

We will support and encourage

require, and to achieve a level of

focus on providing our consumers

we service must determine how

the efforts of our people in

growth that enables us to thrive

with the care and support that they

they wish to be cared for.

a safe, high performing and

in an open and competitive

choose and to achieve all objectives

rewarding team environment.

marketplace.

of the organisation.

Key Supporting Documents
• Consumer Engagement Plan

• Employee Engagement Plan

• EBITDA Sustainability Plan

• Communication and Marketing Plan

• HomeCare Growth &

• ICT Strategy and Road Map Plan

Development Plan
• Capital Investment Plan
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Key documents and focus areas that support our
Transformational Plan
Our Consumers

Our People

Consumer Engagement Plan

Employee Improvement Plan

• Improve the consumers lived experience
• Clarify our service model offerings
• Improve the whole dining experience
• Improve the whole Leisure + Lifestyle experience
• Improve consumer engagement in ALL aspects of care
• Understand the consumer journey (process mapping)

• Design and invest in a workforce strategy (recruitment, on-boarding
scholarships, career pathways etc)
• Improve staff ratios
• Clarify our reward and recognition program
• Invest in education and training
• Design and implement succession planning
• Improve employee engagement and alignment to values and vision
• Improve the employee’s lived experience

Our Finances

Our Governance

EBITDA Sustainability Plan

Communication and Marketing Plan

• Improve business strategy i.e. extra services, RADs,
Investment, ACFI and Occupancy

HomeCare Growth and Development Plan
• Service and financial sustainability

• Refresh brand awareness and market positioning

ICT Strategy and Road Map Plan
• Create end-to-end systems that enhance and support service delivery

• Service integration

Capital Investment Plan
• Improve existing buildings / infrastructure
• Create a look and feel that is unique to OneCare Limited
services (design, colour, imagery etc)
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1. Respect and dignity

2. Individual focus

We provide our consumers
with respect, dignity and
assistance in putting effect
to their wishes

We provide a level of service
and care that is tailor made to
each consumer

3. Innovative

4. Part of the community

We strive to be innovative and
contemporary in the programs
and care packages that we
provide to our consumers

We reach into the
communities we serve, ask
what they require of us and
respond to community needs

OUR CONSUMER GOALS
Strategic Focus - We provide the highest quality
care and support for our existing and future
consumers, as a humanist organisation with the
belief that the people we serve must determine
how they wish to be cared for.
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1. Valued employees

2. Enhanced capacity

We respect the worth of each
and every employee and
provide them with a safe,
attractive and rewarding
team environment

We provide training and
development opportunities
for our employees to enhance
their personal and our
organisational capabilities

3. Involved and expert

4. Aligned

We involve and seek the
advice of our employees
as we strive for excellence
in care for our consumers

We have a high level of
engagement with employees to
develop strong ownership of our
organisation purpose and goals
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OUR PEOPLE GOALS
Strategic Focus - We recognise that only
through our employees can we provide the care
and respect that our consumers deserve. We will
support and encourage the efforts of our people,
in a high performing and rewarding team
environment.

OUR FINANCIAL GOALS
Strategic Focus - We focus on financial
sustainability to enable us to provide our consumers
with the care and support that they require, and to
achieve a level of growth that enables us to thrive in
an open and competitive marketplace.

1. Diligence

2. Sustainability

We continuously enhance
the effectiveness of our
standardised policies, systems
and procedures to prudently
manage our finances

We develop and manage each
part of our business to ensure
they make a solid contribution
to our overall financial
sustainability

3. Strategic asset management

4. High benchmarks

We strategically manage
our property assets to guide
development, acquisition and
maintenance activities which
optimise their performance

We measure our performance
against aged care industry
benchmarks and continuously
stretch ourselves towards
higher achievements

1. Highest standards

2. Manage risks

We adhere to the highest
contemporary standards in
respect to transparency and
probity

We identify and manage all
areas of risk as an integral
service activity

3. Responsible

4. Growth with purpose

We respect the wishes of our
consumers, while being good
corporate citizens and diligently
applying our efforts to ensure
we are true to our purpose

We ensure that future growth
options are subjected to
thorough due diligence and are
in accord with our constitution
and purpose

OUR GOVERNANCE GOALS
Strategic Focus - We operate under contemporary
governance principles with cohesive collaboration
between the Board, Senior Management and Staff,
focusing on providing our consumers with the
care and support that they choose, and to achieve
all objectives of the organisation.
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ON A PAGE

OUR STRATEGIC PLAN

OUR PHILOSOPHY

OUR PURPOSE - To provide

•

Not-for-profit

•

Humanist

•

Ethical

•

Great place to work and learn

•

Compassionate

•

Highest quality

•

Respectful

•

Decentralised

•

Consumer facing

•

Transparent

•

Trusted in the community

•

Accountable

•

Sustainable

•

To 'do no harm'

Tasmanians with access to
the highest standards of
contemporary care and support
for members of our community
in need of our service.

OUR VALUES

Integrity Compassion Respect Choice Dignity
OUR CONSUMERS

OUR PEOPLE

1. Respect and dignity
2. Individual focus
3. Innovative
4. Part of the community

1. Valued employees
2. Enhanced capacity
3. Involved and expert
4. Aligned

OUR FINANCES

OUR GOVERNANCE

1. Diligent
2. Sustainability
3. Strategic asset management
4. High benchmarks

1. Highest standards
2. Manage risks
3. Responsible
4. Growth with purpose

OUR ASPIRATIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provider of choice
Employer of choice
Top quartile industry performer
Market leader
Highest quality facilities
Set the bar in quality of care
Known as the organisation to ‘go to’
for information about the industry
• Contribute to research
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